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T

H E boroughs of Manhattan and the
Bronx maintain seven city magistrates'
courts, which dispose of petty offenders and
decide whether the evidence against prisoners charged with more serious misdeeds
is sufficient to warrant their trial before a
court of higher instance. Popularly they
are known as police courts; officially they
are classed as courts of examination. I
like to call them courts of mercy, because
within their precincts the letter of the law
is not necessarily binding, and legal right
does not always take precedence of moral
right. In other courts, suitors and sued
alike can expect only justice at the best,
while in these they may look for what is
more—for mercy, forbearance, charity.
The police court is the court of the
people, and to many it is the only court
known to exist. M e n a n d women who have
been deceived, cheated, robbed, or annoyed go there to secure a quicker and
more certain redress than they would be
able to obtain by civil process. Many
grievances which under a strict construction of the law could be remedied only in
the civil courts are accepted by the magistrates as foundations for criminal charges,
and many persons who would disregard a

civil-court judgment become very anxious
to make amends,when threatened with a
criminal-court sentence.
To get an idea of the importance of the
police courts of the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx it is not enough to mention that 93,389 prisoners were arraigned
in them during the year 1900, and that
68,769 of these were under the summary
jurisdiction of the magistrates, who had
categorical power to dismiss them, to fine
them, or to place them under bonds to keep
the peace, with the alternative of sendi-ng
them to the workhouse if the bond was not
forthcoming. It should also be remembered that a preliminary hearing before a
magistrate is an inalienable right of the
prisoner, and that an adverse decision by
the magistrate may be reversed by the trial
court. A discharged prisoner may be indicted, and then rearrested. Thus, out of
22,174 prisoners who in 1900 were charged
with felonies or misdemeanors, more than
one half were spared a trial because the
magistrates recognized their innocence or
found that the evidence against them was
insufficient to secure a conviction.
The old police justices, with all their
patriarchally arbitrary interpretations (or
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misinterpretations) of the law, were legislated out of existence in 1895. The new
law created a separate board of justices
for the trial of "misdemeanors," or minor
offenses that do not call for a jury trial,
and placed the remaining duties of the
police justices in the hands of a board of
nine city magistrates, who were to be
appointed by the mayor from the ranks of
the legal profession. The
members of the first board
were to retire gradually, but

what even a single night in a station-house
cell implies.
Despatch must be the main object when
fifty or sixty prisoners are waiting to be
arraigned, and the etiquette and formal
mode of procedure observed in the higher
courts are lost sight of here. Complainants, witnesses, lawyers, policemen, and
others admitted into the immediate presence of the magistrate,
have a nonchalant way
of leaning one elbow, at
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TYPES OF POLICE-COURT LAWYERS

after that the term of service was to be ten
years. In 1897 it was found necessary to
add three more members to the board.
In order to share equally the advantages
and annoyances of the seven courts of Manhattan and the Bronx, the magistrates have
arranged a system of rotation, so that each
one of them sits for about three weeks in
a court, and then enjoys a few days of rest
before passing on to the next one. The
rest is well needed, for the police courts
are never closed for twenty-four hours in
succession. On Sundays and holidays, as
well as on week-days, throughout the fiftytwo weeks of the year, the seven courts are
kept open for a few hours at least to enable
the magistrates to dispose of the prisoners
gathered up during the preceding night.
To many a poor fellow arrested by mistake
or for some trifling cause on a Saturday
night or on the eve of a holiday, that system has proved a boon that cannot be
appreciated by any one who does not know

least, on his desk, and few can resist the
temptation of toying with his gavel and penholders if they are within reach. As a rule,
the magistrate is too intent on unraveling
the tangled skein of evidence to pay much
heed to outward forms. Even the man who
fingers the gavel becomes tolerable when he
has the rare gift of being able to answer questions in a concise and intelligible way.
There is really only one breach of etiquette
which is considered unpardonable in a police court, and that is to cover one's head
after the appearance of the magistrate on
the bench has been heralded by the customary cry of " Hats ofl^! " H o w fond the
average American is of the privilege of
keeping his head covered is strikingly
shown in these courts. If a prisoner is
discharged, his first move, in nine cases
out of ten, is to put on his hat. H e seems
to think that the bared head is a sign of
servility which may befit a prisoner but
not a free man.
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The doors of the court-room are thrown
open at eight o'clock in the morning. At
that hour many persons are already waiting
to get in'; and when, at nine o'clock, the
court day begins officially, there are few
vacant seats on the long benches that fill
two thirds of the room. The dramas that
have for their stage the little platform in
front of the magistrate known as the
" b r i d g e " are always enacted before full
houses, and public attention or interest is

Diaw n by K, I^. Elumenschein.

think them principals to some case in court
rather than mere spectators.
A majority of those that constitute the
audience, however, are led there by strongpersonal motives. They include the relatives, the friends, and, not seldom, the
accompUces of the prisoners about to be
arraigned. Some come there to seek redress for suffered wrongs; others are looking for vengeance; and still others appear,
voluntarily or under compulsion, as wit-
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ANXIOUS RELATIVES

never lacking. Every court has its habitues, men and women, who regard it as an
incomparable source of amusement. They
come early, day after day, and always
manage to get seats well to the front.
They make friends with the policemen,
and learn to know the manners, methods,
and idiosyncrasies of all the magistrates.
They laugh outright when the court deigns
to crack a joke, and titter meaningly whenever anything is brought out that savors of
scandal. Quite often they are excited into
outcries or loud comments, and judging by
the interest they display and their whispered criticisms of everything, one would

nesses. The average police-court audience
is not pleasing to the sight, smell, or any
other sense. Its appearance speaks loudly
of poverty, misfortune, transgression, ignorance, cupidity, and all-round meanness.
Yet it is composed largely of elements deserving pity, if not sympathy. There you
find the mothers, wives, sisters, and daughters of the thieves, the bullies, the roisterers,
and the wife-beaters. There you find aged
fathers craning their necks to catch glimpses
of wayward sons, while their hands tremble
until they cannot hold the crude walkingsticks on which they are leaning, and their
lips twitch as if in utterance of incessant
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prayers. Sobs and groans rise from groups of
ragged women huddled together on the stiffbackedbenches, with staring, open-mouthed
children pressed close to them, as if for
protection. When you look into these worried faces you cannot help thinking that,
in spite of all strife and misunderstanding
and ill will, there must be a good deal of
love scattered about this world, coarse in
its manifestations, selfish in spirit, hope-

lessly misdirected, and yet always bearing
the stamp of its divine origin.
Each court district includes five or six
contributory police stations. All the prisoners gathered into these stations during
the hours of the night, except those few
fortunate ones who have been bailed out
by friends, are carted to court in patrolwagons early in the morning, and constitute
what in court and police parlance is known
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as the "morning'watch." While waiting
for the court session to open, they are huddled together in two "pens," or improvised
cells, which adjoin the court-room. The
arrival of the magistrate is followed by the
cry of " Bring out the prisoners " ; and out
they march in dismal file, to be hned up
along the inside of the railing that divides

MAGAZINE

similar ordeals, may be heard whispering
encouragement to the weeping " shoplifter"
who has been caught for the first time. AH
who find a place in that line seem to be
joined together, for the time being, by a
mysterious sense of fellowship. No matter
how they came there or how brief their
stay, for the moment they are sisters and
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THE MAN IN EVENING DRESS BESIDE THE TATTERED
RAGAMUFFIN AND THE CONFIDENCE MAN

the inner precincts of the court from the
audience. In that line the scamp and the
knave are ranked together with unfortunates who by weakness or folly have been
led into unwitting antagonism to the law.
The man in evening dress who has forgotten the wisdom of moderation in all pleasure-seeking is flanked, perchance, by a
tattered ragamufiin on one .side and by
an overdressed " con " man on the other.
The woman of the street, hardened, as far
as her own person is concerned, by many

brothers of the great Order of WrongSiders.
Guilt or misfortune, however, is the only
thing they all have in common. Otherwise
they differ infinitely with regard to age,
class, calling, race, nationality, and creed.
A single glance may embrace the toddler
who has strayed away from home and
comes riding into court on the shoulder of
a giant in blue, and the hobbling, graveapproaching octogenarian. They have
come from all corners of the earth, and,
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when they speak, the days of Babel are
recalled. The court interpreter is familiar
with six languages at least, but he might
master twice as many and yet fail to meet
all emergencies.
Disheveled hair, heavy eyelids, dull eyes,
bedraggled faces, and soiled clothing speak,
more plainly than words, of evenings
wasted in debauch, of sleepless nights on
the wooden benches of station-house cells,
and of bitter morning draughts of shame
and remorse. The very neglect of outward
appearance, however, is often an indication of a still unblunted conscience. It is
said that in war you can easily recognize
the veteran soldiers by the way in which
they manage to take care of their persons
and to provide for comparative comfort
under the most unfavorable circumstances.
Crime has its veterans as well as war. If
while glancing along the prisoners' line
your eye should fall upon some person who
looks as if he had just emerged from his
dressing-room after a careful morning toilet,
you may suspect him of being a criminal,
and not a casual transgressor—either an
old-timer caught once more " turning a
trick," or a swindler with social pretensions
surprised at last in his career of hypocrisy
and hidden crime. The women who appear to least disadvantage while taking
their turn in that fateful line are those who
in the complaints invariably are characterized by the epithet of "disorderly."
While waiting to be arraigned, the prisoners
find themselves the center of a far from
tactful attention bestowed on them, for
differing reasons, by policemen, lawyers,
and spectators. They bear it quietly as a
rule, some being genuinely indifferent and
others trying to appear so. On one occasion I noticed a prisoner squirming uneasily under the sharp inspection of a headquarters detective. " Never you mind,"
the man from Mulberry street said cheerfully, almost kindly; ''T 'm just taking in
your mug for future reference—kind o'
mental snap shot, you know."
Now and then a female prisoner, breaking down under the pressure of fatigue and
suspense, falls with a hysterical cry and
rolls on the floor in convulsions. It may
be a real case, or it may be clever acting for
the purpose of impressing the court. In
neither case does the incident create much
sensation. A couple of poUcemen pick up
the woman by her arms and legs,—with
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more gentleness than might be expected,
—and half carry, half drag her into a side
room, where water is liberally applied.
There the matter generally ends, unless
some reporter should remark that it might
be turned into a " story."
The prisoners, according to the nature
of their offenses, divide themselves into
groups the size of which is inversely proportionate to the seriousness of the crime.
For illustration I give here a list of ordinary offenses, together with the number of
prisoners charged with each of them in
1900: arson, 2 5 ; felonious assault (with
weapon), 1128; " s i m p l e " assault, 3885;
attempted suicide, 424; burglary, 1513;
disorderly conduct, 36,271; forgery, 94;
homicide, 284; intoxication, 18,857 ; grand
larceny (of more than $25), 3472; petit
larceny, 5324; robbery, 503; vagrancy,
5397.
The charge of disorderly conduct includes all kinds of minor transgressions
tending to a breach of the peace, from
participation in a street brawl to a refusal
to " move on " at the order of a policeman.
The " disorderHes," the "plain drunks," the
neglectful husbands, the vagrants, the beggars, and the women of the street form the
rank and file of the army of prisoners, their
offenses being considered so paltry that the
final disposition of their cases has been left
in the hands of the magistrates. They may
be regarded as the typical police-court
prisoners. The aristocracy is composed of
a different type of men and women. If
the others are mainly characterized by
weakness, these have strength and energy
to spare. The charges to which they have
to answer include every crime on the calendar, ranging from petit larceny up to
arson and homicide. They are the professionals, while the others are amateurs
only, and a sorry lot at that. In court
they are treated with all the respect due to
the importance of their crimes and the
length of their records as criminals. A
common sot may be buffeted and snubbed,
but a dangerous burglar has to be handled
with the consideration deserved by every
one who has proved himself a success in
his particular line of activity.
It is characteristic of almost all the prisoners except the drunks that their chief
concern is to secure a delay. They plead
and beg for an adjournment, which they
know will only postpone the inevitable for
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a day or two, and that although, through
their inability to obtain bail, they will have
to stay in prison just the same. The most
plausible explanation is that they all are
fatalists, always hoping that something
unexpected may turn up to stave off the
impending catastrophe. The drunks, on
the other hand, are more eager to face the
arbiter of their fates, knowing that nothing
worse than a fine is likely to befall them,
and that the sooner it is imposed the sooner
it may be paid or served off. And then
there is the chance, if the magistrate is in
good humor, that they may get away unscathed at once.
As a rule, although not seldom still in
their cups, they are loath to make any incriminating admissions. " No, sir," protested a man who kept himself from faUing
only by holding on nervously to the bar;
" I 'm not drunk, 'cause no one 's drunk
who 's not falling all over himself." Excuses of the most wonderful kind, some of
them really ingenious, others merely ridiculous, are put forward when the futility
of feigning innocence has been discovered.
The cleverest explanation of that kind that
I ever heard was advanced by a man who,
when taxed with having displayed unmistakable signs of intoxication, simply replied
that he was a painter by trade.
" That has nothing to do with your condition," said the magistrate.
" Of course it has," rejoined the prisoner.
" I was painting a barber's pole, and kept
on twisting about after the stripes until I
got so dizzy that the cop thought I was
boozy."
For each story bearing the earmarks of
truth there are a score of palpable inventions. Every conceivable ruse is employed
to avert punishment. A man whose nose
shines like a beacon will assert that he
never in his life took a drop too much until
the night before, when he was feeling ill,
and two small drinks sufficed to disturb his
equilibrium. " If you just let me off this
time, I '11 never do it again," is a standing
plea. The magistrates are inclined to show
leniency when there is the slightest chance
that it may prove beneficial. In the case
of working-men, particularly, whose lack
of means compels them to serve off the fine
in prison,—a day for each dollar,—the
punishment is likely to result in loss of employment, thus adding new recruits to the
already too numerous army of tramps, beg-
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gars, and professional criminals. A favorite
stratagem employed by the magistrates, in
order to secure against a relapse without
inflicting punishment, is to exact a pledge
of total abstinence before granting a pardon. When a chance to get out of the
trouble in that way is offered, the prisoner
invariably jumps at it with suspicious eagerness. Backsliding is probably the rule, but
the magistrates think that the exceptions
are frequent enough to warrant the experiment.
Female drunkards are not so numerous
as the men of the same class, but they are
worse, are more hopelessly miserable, and
are treated more harshly. Out of the 18,857
persons arrested for drunkenness in 1900,
only a little more than one fourth were
women; but while more than forty per cent,
of the men were discharged, only twentyfive per cent, of the women escaped punishment. With few exceptions, they seem to
be beyond redemption. Once in a while,
however, that steady current of vice and
misery which flows through the police court
carries along with it a victim who has just
lost her foothold and has not yet had time
to drift too far out to be saved. I have in
mind a scene that time cannot obliterate
from my memory. A woman, still very
young, with a year-old babe in her arms,
was charged with being a habitual drunkard. The child was cooing and stretching
its tiny arms toward the father, who stood
on the bridge as his wife's accuser. J l e
was a big, muscular fellow, uncouth, but
honest, and full of gentle manliness. H e
tried to speak, but the words would not
come. At last he laid his arms on the desk
in front of the magistrate, dropped his head
on therii, and began to cry like a child,
forgetful of everything but the woman's
shame and his own sorrow. All he could
blubber out was : " Give her another chance,
judge! give her another c h a n c e ! " The
magistrate put his hand softly on the shoulder of the sobbing man, and then turned
to the accused. H i s words were simple,
and yet they seemed inspired. The noise
and bustle of the cOurt-room were suddenly
hushed into reverent silence. Those who
listened wondered if such words had ever
been uttered in a court before. In a few
moments they turned a stubborn, angry
creature, who thought herself misused and
misjudged, into a weeping penitent. She
was a Roman Catholic, and she promised
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T H E MAGISTRATE GRAPPLES WITH A FAMILY DIFFICULTY

that if she were permitted to return to her himself a Protestant, told her to go and sin
home and her husband she would go no more.
straight to a priest of her church and pledge
Much leniency is also displayed, alherself nevermore to touch a drop of any- though more unwiUingly and for entirely
thing containing alcohol. The magistrate, different reasons, toward the men accused
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of having deserted or neglected their fami- pens, too, that the wife begs the magistrate
hes. They are entitled to no sympathy to protect her by sending the man to the
whatever, and do not get any, but it is hard workhouse at once, because he not only
to hit them without making their families fails to provide for her and the children,
suffer with them. There are scores of " non- but insists on spending on drink what little
support" cases, as they are called, in the she can earn by the worst kind of drudgery.
courts every day. The parties to them are
Listening to such dreary tales, gasped
mostly persons who live from hand to out with many fearful side glances at the
mouth. If the magistrate order the refrac- farnily tyrant, I have marveled at the
tory husband to furnish a bond as guaranty amount of neglect and ill treatment which
for the fulfilment of his duties,—and that the women of the poorer classes will
is the only way in which obedience to the endure before they take recourse to the
court's decree can be enforced.—it means law. The traditions of those ages when a
that the man has to serve
wife was regarded in pretty
a term in the workhouse,
much the same light as any
because his poverty and
other piece of personal
unworthiness make it improperty seem to be alive in
possible for him to secure
the tenements even now,
a bondsman, and then his
and their victims are slow
family is in a worse plight
to rebel against them.
than before. If, on the
A magistrate, happening
other hand, for his family's
to take pity on a tramp arsake, the man be let off with
raigned before him, pera scolding and an admonisuaded the janitor of the
tion to do better in the fucourt building to put the
ture, he is only too prone
man to work shoveling the
to disregard both, and even
snow off the sidewalk. The
to act like the ruffian who,
tramp spent several minutes
the moment he found himcalling down blessings upon
self free on the street, turned
the head of his benefactor,
on his wife and beat her into
and as soon as no one
Drawii by E. L. Blumeiischeiu
senselessness, crying at the
was looking walked away
A
ROUNDSMAN
same time : " You have had
with the shovel. Other
your turn, you
, and now it 's mine! "
H e then made toward the nearest ferry,
and quickly placed himself outside the
court's jurisdiction and his wife's reach.
The only manner in which the magistrates
used to be able to avoid both horns of that
dilemma was by resorting to diplomacy.
A solemn promise of good behavior was
exacted from the prisoner, who was then
discharged with a warning that he had been
placed under a "verbal bond," and that a
repetition of his offense would be followed
by immediate punishment. The recent enactment of a "probationary l a w " has provided them with a better means of obtaining
the same result, however. By placing the
recalcitrant husband under the supervision
of a probationary officer (each magistrate
appointing one of those)—to whom the husband, still technically a prisoner, has to
report at stated intervals, and who in turn
visits the troubled home—the magistrate is
able to protect the family without depriving them, of their main support. It hap-

magistrates have had similar experiences,
so that it is small wonder that they regard that class of prisoners with scant
favor. Every tramp, when he finds himself under the scrutiny of the judicial eye,
pretends to have a home and to be a hardworking laborer. Ask for his address, and
he will mention some cheap Bowery lodging-house. For whom and where is he
working ? Why, he lost his last job a year
ago, but he has just found a new one, and
will go to work to-morrow morning, sure,
if he be given the chance.
Look at a bunch of them just brought
in from the city lodging-house. The rules
of that institution permit its patrons to
enjoy its hospitality unmolested for three
nights within a reasonable period of time.
The guest who comes back the fourth time
is not refused accommodation, but next
morning he is made a prisoner and taken
to court as a vagrant. Glance along the
ragged line. Every one is leaning indolently against the railing, as if too tired to
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stand on his feet. A listless, shiftless lot less eloquent brethren. That fate, when
they are, with vacant, inexpressive features shaped by the magistrate, generally takes
that correspond well with the negative the form of a commitment to the workhouse
character of their offense. Impotence is for periods varying from thirty days to six
written all over them: in their unsteady, months.
roving eyes; in the warped contours of
It is hardly surprising that the magistheir heads; in their languid, graceless trates are most eager to exercise forbearposes. Listen to their speech—stumbling, ance when juvenile ofl^enders come before
sputtering, or glib, but always meandering them, something that occurs with deplorand empty of fact
able
frequency.
or real meaning. If
Girls under a cernot checked, they
tain age seldom apwill waste
halfpear in court exhours promising to
cept as the involuntell the whole truth
tary victims of their
and nothing else,
parents' misfortune
and may they be
or guilt. The boys
stricken dead on the
are different. They
spot if they don't.
fight, throw stones,
Now and then you
play ball on the
catch a reflection,
street, pilfer lead
or an echo as it
pipe from vacant
were, of their former
buildings,
" shoot
state of existence,
craps" under the
when they, too, had
very noses of the
dreams and ambipolicemen, and try
tions. I recall a grotheir best in a huntesque figure, clad
dred ways to get
in the ruin of a frockinto trouble. The
coat, with a faded
Society for the Prerose
coquettishly
vention of Cruelty
stuck in his buttonto Children—better
hole. Straightening
known throughout
himself up with a
all the crowded
touch of all but forportions of the city
Dr.iwn by E. L. Bluiiienscheiii
gotten gracefulness,
under the name of
TYPE OF AN ITALIAN POLICEhe addressed the
the Gerry Society—
COURT LAWYER
magistrate
thus:
has an agent in each
court and a special room set aside for his
"Your most illustrious and distinguished
use. Those rooms are not often empty, and
Honor, to my inexpressible disgrace I have
more tears are shed in each of them than
to admit an infringement on the wise rules
in all the court-rooms together. When the
estabhshed to insure the peace, order, and
youngsters are brought before the magisprosperity of this city of Manhattan; but
trate, even the most hardened among
Ijelieve me, your most learned Honor, that
them show signs of being impressed by the
said offense was a venial one, inasmuch as
thought that the grave man in front of
I was enticed into it by the weakness of
them has the power to send them away to
my flesh and by no volition or intent of my
places where they are kept in school
higher self. I comprehend the extent and
twenty-four hours each day all the year
gravity of my trespass and confess my cularound. The magistrate puts on his sternpability,—culpa mea, as the old Romans
est mien when he beholds their dirty, tearsaid,—but I solicit your gracious forbearstained faces. H e was never more angry
ance on the ground that 'this is my first
in his life, you would think, and he lashes
transgression of the kind." ,
the trembling trespassers with an unsparing
" Nothin' but a chronic bum," was the tongue until their last hope runs out of
policeman'sunfeelingresponse to the magis- sight. Then his tone changes unexpectedly.
trate's questioning glance, and the orator H e appeals to the best there is in them.
had to share the ignominious fate of his
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Finally he tells them that they may go for
this time, but that terrible things will happen to them if they are caught again wandering along forbidden paths. The little
sinners scurry away, feeling as if lightning
had struck right at their feet without touching them. This does not apply to those
deemed ungovernable, who are committed
to reformatory institutions.
Whatever his offense, the preliminaries
to the arraignment of each prisoner are the
same. His "pedigree," including name,
age, nationality, occupation, and place of
residence, is first noted down by one of
the clerks, who later draws the formal
complaint, after consultation with the policeman in charge of the case and the
complainant. The prisoner is then requested to plead guilty or not guilty to
the charge. Direct confessions of guilt are
rare even when the offender has been
caught in flagrante delicto, although I remember a young servant-girl who insisted
that the magistrate should send her to
prison on her own confession of guilt, because, as she said, " she could not hope for
peace of mind until her sin had been punished." She was so persistent in her course
that when finally she found it impossible
to obtain her purpose in any other way, she
declared herself a vagrant, without home
or means of support, and in that manner
forced the magistrate to commit her to the
workhouse.
Common, on the other hand, are qualified admissions, introducing supposedly
extenuating circumstances of the most pecuhar character. An Austrian boy, who
was accused of stealing a number of sugarbowls from the hotel where he had been
given employment a few days after his
landing in this country, replied : " Ich bin
nicht schuldig; ich hab' es aus Noth get h a n " ("I am not guilty; I did it from
necessity ").
Sometimes the efforts of the prisoners to
free themselves in any way from the stigma
of criminality bring into light touching
stories of struggles against what almost
appears like a preordained fate, a kind of
remorseless, man-crushing kismet. There
was a little girl in court once, an innocentlooking lassie who had barely entered her
teens. To the surprise of all, a charge of
grand larceny was made against her. She
told the magistrate how the mother's poverty had obliged her to seek employment;

n

how she had succeeded in securing work
several times, only to be discharged in a
short time again; how despairing foremen
and employers everywhere had greeted her
with the humiliating cry of " T o o slow" ;
how each failure had brought her a beating
from the mother, until she no longer dared
to confess another discharge. It was then
that she remembered how often she had
obtained goods on credit from wholesale
firms without even having a written order
from her employers. She stole, found it
easy, and stole again, thus procuring for
herself a hfe of ease and peace at the hands
of her mother, who httle suspected the
actual origin of the money which the girl
presented to her as her wages.
Lastly, the prisoner is placed before the
magistrate to be formally accused of the
crime alleged against him. The number of
cases in which counsel appear is comparatively small nowadays, and, if judged by
old-time standards, the business of the
pohce-court lawyers is languishing. They
used to cut a wide swath in the days of
the old police justices, when they hovered
about the courts like swarms of locusts,
and only total indigence could save a man
in trouble from being fleeced by them.
Much has been done by the magistrates,
directly as well as indirectly, to check their
depredations. A great improvement has
taken place, and yet many abuses continue
to exist, only greater pains are taken to
hide them. Policemen and others still find
it profitable to " steer" prisoners into the
arms of lawyers and professional bondsmen.
" Anything good ? " I asked quite recently of a policeman on his way into court
with a new prisoner.
" Nope," he replied in a disgusted tone ;
" the feller ain't got a cent left."
I explained that my question referred to
news, not money.
" Oh, I thought you was a lawyer," said
the man in blue, without being in the least
disconcerted by his mistake.
Another guardian of law and order
whispered into my ear while pointing to
a lawyer; "Just see me get even with
him there. H e and the others got a hundred dollars out of my prisoner, and all
he gave me was a dingy fiver." I have
seen a lawyer snatch a valuable scarf-pin
from the tie of a prospective client without
cash resources, and then hand it to a henchman, with an order to pawn it across the
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THE NEW YORK POLICE COURT
street for as much as he could get. But
matters are mending. Thanks to the constant efforts of the magistrates, the people
are beginning to understand at last that
justice has not to be paid for in the police
courts, and that immunity from punishment
must be bought somewhere else, if it be
obtainable at all. Even when lawyers are
employed, they do not occupy the same
prominence as in other
courts. The examination of principals and
witnesses is to a large
extent left to the magistrate, and his exclusively is the heavy
task of discovering the
truth beneath the incoherent mass of false,
discolored, or worthless evidence.
The
magistrate's
task is made harder
not only by the bias
imparted to the testimony, but still more
by the average human
being's inability to recount in an intelligible
way what he has heard and seen. Once
when a policeman was describing what his
prisoner had said and done to get himself
arrested, the magistrate threw up his hands
in horror, crying: " D o n ' t be so literal,
officer! You could make a stone image
blush." That man, by relating the facts of
the case in plain words, proved himself a
glorious exception. Vague generalities are
the rule. The members of the police force
are particularly fond of using stock phrases
culled from the legal complaints, standard
formulas that were designed to fit any case
of a certain class. While such lack of precision commonly originates in stupidity or
indolence, it is sometimes resorted to on
purpose to disguise the insufficiency or
even illegality of the motives underlying
an arrest. Policemen have all the frailties
of ordinary men, and it happens that the
magistrate finds personal spite or unwarranted officiousness at the bottom of what
has been represented to him as a just and
meritorious effort to protect the public and
preserve order. Discoveries of such nature
are not trumpeted out by the magistrate,
who has learned by experience what a
waste of energy it is to " r o a s t " policemen
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in order to reform them. The victim is
quietly discharged, and that is all.
Taking everything into consideration,
the magistrate would need to possess all
the reputed qualities of Solomon in order
always to reach a just decision. Every
human passion is brought into play before
him. Anger and love and envy and greed
and fear—in short, everything but regard
for truth—prompt the
words spoken before
him, and the oaths he
administers aid him
but little. Even Vanity, with her fool's cap
and bells, joins hand
in
the
conspiracy
against him. " Do you
know who the defendant is ? " whispered a
lawyer once into the
ear of an irate female
complainant. " Why,
she is a genuine-born
Austrian
countess."
" M y ! " gasped the
complainant, and it
was with difficulty that
POLICEMAN
she could be restrained
from embracing the prisoner, whom she
had till then denounced as a viper nursed
at her own bosom and a heartless, barefaced swindler. Threats of torture could
not have prevailed on her to continue the
prosecution after that.
Love is another conspirator. I have
heard a woman announce herself guilty of
a burglary in order to avert suspicion from
her lover, who was the real offender. On
her own confession she was later sent t,o
prison, whither she went without a murmur
of protest or complaint, while the man was
restored to liberty. But the truth soon came
to light when he rewarded her sacrifice by
deserting her for a new sweetheart.
To mention another puzzling instance :
who ever thought that a husband of the
most brutal, worthless class would care or
dare to swallow a bottleful of carbolic acid
only because committed to the workhouse
for the fourth or fifth time on his wife's
complaint ? Yet I have seen a man do so
just outside the court-room door, and then
pitch stone dead down the prison stairway,
as if hit by a bullet in the heart. What of
the woman ? She drew the threadbare
shawl more closely about her bent shoul-
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ders as she spoke dry-eyed. All she said
was: " I shall have peace now."
The humor that forms an inseparable
part of the court-room life, even in its most
tragical aspects, loses none of its relish by_
being largely the kind designated by the
Germans as Galgenhumor, and the general
background of misery only brings it into
sharper relief. It happened late one afternoon, when the court-room stood empty of
outsiders, and those kept there by duty had
nothing to do but to yawn in expectation
of the relieving stroke of four—it happened
in such a moment, when the slightest diversion was welcomed with enthusiasm, that
a very excited little man, with a week's
growth of beard on his chin, rushed up to
the magistrate.

MAGAZINE

coat," said the magistrate. " I shall give
you a summons for him."
" An' what about the pain, an' the injury,
an' the tremenjous difficulty av sittin' down
which Oi be afther havin' just now ? "
The magistrate assured him a summons
would be all that was needed, and Monaghan hurried toward the door with the
document in his hand. Suddenly he turned
back.
"Yer Honor," he said, "if ut pl'ase yer
Honor, an' if ut be that the Dago returns
the coat—need Oi come back ? "
" Certainly not," replied the magistrate.
The summons was never returned, and the
magistrate concluded that, in view of the
four Italian assistants in the shop, Monaghan probably took four Irish friends along
when he served the summons, in order to
help the barber to make up his mind.
This story not only illustrates my assertion that the court life is not all horror and
gloom, but it also serves to introduce the
reader to a very important item in the business of the court—the summons cases.
The records for 1900 included more than
one hundred thousand cases that did not
have their origin in an arrest by the police.
Most of these were so-called summons
cases, which, regarded from a technical
point of view, are no cases at all. A summons reads in substance as follows:

" Oi 'm an Oirishman, yer Honor," he
began, wiping his forehead with a red
handkerchief.
"So I hear," remarked the magistrate,
with a smile.
" My name 's Monaghan, yer Honor—
Pathrick Monaghan," resumed the little
man, not noticing the smile.
" Is that so ? " said the magistrate, in
his politest tone. " Very glad to meet you,
Mr. Monahan."
"Monag-ghan, if ut pl'ase yer Honor.
An' Oi shtreedaddled into a Dago barbershop this afternoon—"
" You what ? " asked the magistrate.
T H E PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
" Oi shtreedaddled into a Dago shop to
N E W YORK,
git me beard cut off, if ut pl'ase yer Honor, To MRS. FIRST-FLOOR-FRONT,
an' blamed sorry Oi am fer 't now. They
Greeting:
sat me in a chair, an' thin drew the back
You are hereby summoned to appear befroin unther me, an' Oi fell, with the glori- fore me at the 'Steenth District Magistrates'
ous r-result that ther whole thing bruk Court on Wednesday at two o'clock in the
down, an' Oi was fer sittin' on the flure in afternoon, to answer a complaint against you
made by Mrs. Second-Floor-Rear.
the midsht av the ruins."
X. Y. Z.,
"Well, well, well," said the magistrate,
City Magistrate.
sympathetically.
In order to persuade a magistrate to
" T h e wor-rst is yit to come, if ut pl'ase
yer Honor," the little man went on. " The issue a warrant, you have to place a cerDago shuk his fisht in me face an' yelled: tain amount oi prima facie evidence before
'Yer bruk u t ! ' 'Yer did ut yerself,' Oi him to show that an offense has been comsays, 'an' yer did ut a-purpose.' 'Yer pay mitted. To obtain a summons, you have
a dollar fer damages,' says the Dago, an' only to make an assertion. A summons is
Oi reploied that Oi would be an oyster the an invitation to explain certain alleged
day Oi did ut. Thin he was afther takin' facts that have an appearance of irregume overcoat, which was hangin' on the larity about them. However, judicial inwall. Av coorse Oi definded me roights as vitations are like those given by royalty—
a citizen, but they were four Dagos in ther disguised commands. The summoned pershop, if ut pl'ase yer Honor, an' Oi 'm son is neither regarded nor treated as a
prisoner while in court, but should he prove
here."
recalcitrant
or very much in the wrong, the
" H e had no right to take your over-
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magistrate can order his arrest then and
there without further warning. The principal advantage of the summons is that it
gives the magistrate a chance to act as
peacemaker rather than as judge in a numl3er of instances when, if a settlement were
not reached through his mediation, a criminal prosecution would be the final outcome.
Two thirds of the applicants for summonses are women, a majority of whom
hail from the big tenements, where all sorts
of discordant elements are crowded together without elbow-room. The magistrates often dispose of such squabbles,
with a group of women on each side hurling charges and countercharges against
each other, by threatening to arrest every
one of them on the spot unless they go
home and live in peace. It is significant
that less than one half of the summonses
granted are returned in court. A private arrangement of their differences excuses both
parties from further appearance, and veryoften the serving of the summons is sufficient to bring the offending side to terms.
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Having disposed of all other business,
the magistrate gives audience to any one
who wishes to see him. No clerk or policeman can interfere in order to decide whether an apphcant shall be heard or not.
Every one who comes has free access to
the magistrate's ear. At four o'clock the
court adjourns for the day.
And now I come to think of it, in spite
of all I have said here to indicate, if not
to picture, the kaleidoscopic shiftings of
the court life, there is a dreadful sameness
running through it all. I have stood on
the bridge hour after hour and day after
day, until my mind sickened at the endless
exposure of moral and physical meanness,
and it seemed to me there could be no
more thankless or hopeless problem than
that given to the magistrate to solve. To
find the needle of truth in a stack of lies,
to reach justice where every conceivable
road seems to open upon some new injustice, such is his problem. Yet I believe
that the instances when the magistrate fails
to solve it are surprisingly few.

TRAVEL
BY GOUVERNEUR MORRIS

T

H E water slips along the shore,
And rolls the pebbles here and there :
Not one of them shall evermore
Be rolled just where
It was before.
So I would ever roll and view
Ports, peoples, places—pebbles new.

When homing wanderer shall see
The bronze, amazing Liberty,
And, springing from a grove of spires.
The great bridge hung on quivering wires;
When he shall see clean buildings rise.
Like challenges unto the skies.
And hear the everlasting roar
Of Freedom on that granite shore—
Then shall he bless the kindly stork
That made his home to be New York.
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